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Bears, bulls and travel titans 

In the Report today, Percy Allan of Market Timing Australia says both bulls and bears generally agree
we’re in the late stage of a global bull market, but the bears think the market is topping because it’s
overstretched and world growth is slowing. The bulls think it has further to run because with interest
rates close to or below zero only dividend paying shares offer meaningful returns. In his article today,
Percy asks: what’s likely to happen next and which asset classes could win in the next round as
aggressive investors hunt yield and defensive investors seek shelter?
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Will there be a crash or a switch in stocks?
by Percy Allan

 
Both bulls and bears generally agree we are in the
late stage of a global bull market. View the historical
chart of America’s S&P500 share index below. The
bears think the market is topping because it is
overstretched and world growth is slowing. The bulls
think it has further to run because with interest rates
close to or below zero only dividend paying shares
offer meaningful returns.

Source: 
https://www.advisorperspectives.com/dshort/updates/
2019/09/04/a-perspective-on-secular-bull-and-bear-m
arkets

Which begs the question: what is likely to happen
next? Which asset classes could win in the next
round as aggressive investors hunt yield and
defensive investors seek shelter?

Possible market switch

In the quest for yield, shares offering a high earnings
yield (i.e. value stocks) should have more price
upside than stocks with a low earnings yield (i.e.
growth stocks), given that global economic growth

(and corporate earnings) are slowing. Below is a
chart showing rolling 10 year returns for value versus
growth indices since 1936. Notice that value stocks
have traditionally beaten growth stocks but for the last
decade have done the opposite.

Commenting on the chart David Brett, Investment
Writer at Schroders, says:

“Value in the five years following its
underperformance trough in 1940 outperformed
growth by 138%. Similarly, when value’s two-year
underperformance troughed in 1999 it outperformed
growth by 107%. The question for value investors
now is could history repeat itself?”

Source: 
https://www.schroders.com/en/insights/economics/the
-chart-that-tells-the-story-of-value-investings-potential
/

Nick Kirrage, an equity value fund manager at
Schroders, observes:

“We know we should buy low and sell high. We are
looking for investment strategies that are enduring
and we want to buy them when they look cheap and
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attractive.

“When we look across investments in the market
today we see a huge bias in investors’ portfolios
towards growth-type investments. That presents an
opportunity, to diversify and buy into a strategy that
has a great long-term success record.

“So why now? Because, we believe, with value
stocks at such attractive levels the opportunity has
never been greater.”

The other possibility is that undervalued markets
might now grow faster than overvalued markets. Also
in a global crash, lagging markets might fall less than
soaring ones. The following chart shows how prices
for ASX listed equity funds for the USA (IVV, blue),
other developed markets (IVE, brown), Asia (IAA,
red) and emerging markets (IEM, green) have fared
since the end of the global financial meltdown in
March 2009. They are all expressed in Australian
dollars. Notice how far America is in front followed by
Asia with both other developed markets and
emerging markets trailing far behind.

Comparative Performance of Major Regional
Stock Markets, 2009 – 2019

One approach to investing internationally is to choose
those markets that exhibit the lowest cyclically
adjusted price earnings ratios (CAPE). A CAPE ratio
for any stock market is arrived at by taking the
average of the last 10 years of earnings of the
companies that comprise its stock index (e.g.
S&P500), adjusting it for inflation, and then dividing
the current index price by that adjusted earnings.

Investing in countries with a higher CAPE in any year
delivers lower future returns than investing in
countries with a lower CAPE. Here’s a chart to prove
it for the USA between 1881 and 2013 and for all
other equity markets between 1979 and 2013.

Source: 
https://www.starcapital.de/fileadmin/user_upload/files/
publikationen/2014_02_CAPE_Predicting_Stock_Mar
ket_Returns.pdf

Meb Faber, the chief investment officer of Cambria
Investments, has calculated that investing in the
cheapest 25% of countries in terms of CAPE would
have outperformed the S&P 500 index between 1993
and 2018 (orange line vs dark blue line). The contrast
is stark: the cheapest markets would have delivered a
3,052% gain versus the S&P500’s return of 962%.
See chart below.

Returns on Global Market Indices with Low CAPE
ratios versus S&P500 Index and other Trading

Strategies 1993-2018
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Source: 
https://mebfaber.com/2019/01/06/you-would-have-mi
ssed-961-in-gains-using-the-cape-ratio-and-thats-a-g
ood-thing/

So which countries now offer the lowest and highest
CAPE ratios? Here are the latest calculations by
StarCapital Research for the USA, Japan and major
regional markets. What is clear is that the US market
is highly overvalued, Japan is overvalued, developed
Europe is slightly overvalued and emerging markets,
especially emerging European markets, look
relatively cheap.

CAPE Ratios for USA, Japan and other market
sectors 30.8 2019

Source: 
https://www.starcapital.de/en/research/stock-market-v
aluation/

Devan Kaloo, head of equities for Aberdeen
Standards Investments, writing in last
weekend’s Australian Financial Review said this

about emerging markets:

“Company fundamentals are good and in some
cases the best we’ve seen in quite some time.
Balance sheets and cashflows have improved while
net leverage has fallen pretty much across the board.
We appear to have hit bottom on earnings revisions

“True, the next few years will be challenging and we
expect further bouts of volatility. However, companies
are in better shape than in previous years and
valuations are supportive. EM remains a fertile
hunting ground for bottom-up stock pickers.”

While fundamental analysis suggests that value
stocks and emerging market stocks should do better
than growth stocks and developed market stocks over
the next decade, actual returns over the last year
show that this change of guard has not yet happened.

Take for instance the Vanguard Growth and Value
index funds for the USA. See next two charts. These
are available as ETFs on the NYSE. In US dollars,
the Growth fund returned 4.7% over the year to
August whereas the Value fund returned just 0.7%.
Value is clearly still in the doldrums. In Australia,
Vanguard offers a Global Value Equity Active ETF
(VVLU) and Global Growth Equity Active managed
fund.

 Vanguard’s US Growth Index Fund 2009-2019

Source: 
https://investor.vanguard.com/mutual-funds/profile/ov
erview/vigax
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Vanguards US Value Index Fund 2009 – 2019

Source: 
https://investor.vanguard.com/mutual-funds/profile/ov
erview/vviax

Perpetual has a “pure value” Australian share fund
that commenced in 2008. Clime Capital Limited
(CAM) was listed on the ASX in 2004 and also uses
“value investing” principles. Not surprisingly, these
two funds being value not growth-oriented trailed the
All Ords Accumulation Index over the last six years.

Also, developed markets are still outpacing emerging
markets. Over the year to August, Vanguard’s
International Shares ETF (VGS), which covers
developed markets retuned 7.7% whereas
Vanguard’s Emerging Markets ETF (VGE) returned
5.2%. Both are listed on the ASX and expressed in
Australian dollars.

Other ASX emerging market funds are iShares MSCI
Emerging Markets ETF (IEM) and Fidelity Global
Emerging Markets ETF (FEMX).

Conclusion 

If the future reverts to trend either by undervalued
sectors catching up or overvalued sectors falling back
then exposure to value share funds and emerging
market funds has appeal. At present, both growth
stock funds and developed market funds show the
strongest price momentum over the last 3 to 9
months. See the 9 months chart below.  But this
could change if tech stocks run out of puff and

cyclical stocks complete their shakeout.

Relative Strength Momentum of Growth Stock,
Value Stock, Developed Market and Emerging

Market Funds over last nine months

Chart Note: In the absence of an ASX listed
Vanguard global growth stock ETF we have used
MAG which is the ASX listed Magellan Global
Equities ETF that invests in quality growth stocks.
The comparative funds are Vanguard ASX listed
ETFs VVLU (global value stocks), VGS (developed
markets) and VGE (emerging markets).

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Two travel titans to consider
by Tony Featherstone

 
I enjoy reports on social trends and demographic
data. The information shapes my view on megatrends
and informs some long-term stock selections.

Megatrends, of course, are well known to the market
and usually reflected in fulsome stock prices. Also,
top-down trends are only part of the puzzle;
assessing companies and valuations on a
case-by-case basis is key. Megatrends have a habit
of seducing novice investors.

Still, the market too often underestimates the power
and duration of megatrends. Often, stocks leveraged
to powerful social, demographic or technology
themes are overhyped and their valuations overshoot.
When their earnings disappoint, the stock is dumped.

That could be the case with the online bookings
megatrend, involving millennials (roughly 23-38 years
old) and travel. We have barely scratched the surface
of an incredible trend that will last for decades,
influence consumption of cars and homes, and affect
the labour market.

A story in the Australian Financial Review this week
explained why more inner-city millennials are
avoiding car ownership. They would rather use public
transport, Uber or ride a bike than borrow to buy a car
and pay for registration, insurance, fuel and
maintenance.

The majority of millennials, particularly those in outer
suburbs or regional areas, still need a car to get to
work and live. But if I were a car manufacturer, I
would be worried about future car ownership rates
among younger generations and whether structural
change will hurt the industry.

A front-page story in The Australian this week
analysed declining home ownership among young

people. Based on the Australian Institute Health and
Welfare 2019 Report, the story explained why people
are less likely to own their own home with each
passing generation. Sadly, younger people are likelier
to rent than buy because of high house prices.

Elsewhere, I read about a start-up that enables young
people to rent their wardrobe. Why buy a dress for
the school prom or race day when you can rent one
from a similar consumer? It was yet another example
of booming growth in the “sharing economy”.

It is not hard to join the dots: younger people are
spending less on expensive products that tie them
down, so they can spend more on services, such as
travel, and have greater flexibility. Lifestyles will
change dramatically when fewer young people are
not locked into 30-year home loans, car loans or
paying off other expensive products.

This trend to “live light” and reduce fixed costs
coincides with growth in the gig economy, where
people work on short-term projects. As job security
decreases, and younger people move between
projects, it is inevitable they will have more time and
flexibility for experiences.

Travel is a huge winner from this trend. Most
twenty-somethings I know (usually family members or
children of friends) seem to work for one reason: to
pay for travel. Several worked part-time jobs, built a
decent nest-egg, then blew it on a worldwide trip.

That’s just in Western countries. Imagine what will
happen when hundreds of millions of millennials in
emerging markets join the middle-class in the next
decade. Like their Australian peers, they will want to
travel overseas (although hopefully save more at the
same time).
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Changing travel habits are another growth driver.
Gone are the days when young people planned their
first big overseas trip a year in advance through a
travel agent. Now they book online, often on a whim.
Cheap international airfares make it easier to nip off
to Bali for a week, staying in a trendy hotel or
vacation house, booked on an online platform.

I see years of growth ahead for travel companies
exposed to online bookings. The key is knowing when
to buy the best operators, because they are usually
fully priced, and being prepared to look overseas
because ASX has only a handful of investment-grade
travel stocks.

Here are two global travel stocks that look interesting
at current prices. Long-term investors might watch
and wait for better value and look to add them to their
portfolio during market corrections as we enter the
traditionally weaker September/October period.

 1. TripAdvisor Inc (Nasdaq: TRIP)

Most readers would be familiar with the online
American travel and restaurant aggregator, having
been blasted by TripAdvisor’s TV ads or used it
services to research or book a holiday.

TripAdvisor is thought to be the world’s biggest travel
site, attracting hundreds of millions of people each
year. It is estimated that one in 10 internet users visit
TripAdvisor annually to start their decision-making
process for a holiday or book it online.

TripAdvisor is a case study in the power of “network
effects”. As more people use its site, more reviews
are posted, attracting other users. Motels and hotels
might bemoan the margin TripAdvisor takes from
bookings, but they cannot afford to be without it. Just
as many takeaway joints that complain about Uber
cannot survive without its food-ordering platform.

For all its potential, TripAdvisor has fallen from
US$110 in June 2014 to US$40. The stock ran too
far, too fast, at the start – as often happens in
megatrends – and sank when the market became
concerned about competition and TripAdvisor’s
slowing growth and profit margins.

TripAdvisor’s second-quarter earnings missed Wall

Street’s expectations and revenue fell year-on-year –
a bad sign for a high-growth company. That market is
worried that Google will eat into the online booking
market for hotels, restaurants and other experience.
More on that later.

Negatively abounds about TripAdvisor. Analysts are
concerned the company’s core hotel-booking
business is slowing and that initiatives to boost the
non-hotel business will take time to translate into
earnings. Stock recommendations for TripAdvisor are
being downgraded.

But every stock has its price. An average share price
target of US$48.82 based on the consensus of 22
broking firms suggests TripAdvisor is undervalued at
the current US$40. Most analysts have a hold rating
on TripAdvisor as they look for signs of stronger
growth.

TripAdvisor’s trailing price-earnings (PE) ratio of 41
times is pricey, even for a dominant global online
company. The main attraction is cash flow:
TripAdvisor’s free cash flow is more than twice its
reported income and means the stock trades on
about 14 times free cash flow (after adjusting the
company’s market capitalisation for its large cash
holding).

That is attractive for a company that should grow
annual earnings at double-digit rates for years,
according to consensus forecasts. For all the
challenges, TripAdvisor is still a leading player in a
global online bookings market and has good
long-term growth prospects.

Nevertheless, I would not be surprised to see
TripAdvisor test previous price support around US$34
in a nervous market over the next few months. If it
can hold that support, TripAdvisor shareholders might
get a holiday from the negativity overhanging the
stock.

TripAdvisor
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Source: Yahoo Finance

2. Expedia Group Inc. (Nasdaq: EXPE)

Online US travel agency, Expedia, has also had a
tougher time on the market in the past few years, its
stock falling from US$161 in mid-2017 to US$130.
Expedia almost fell below US$100 early last year as
the market fretted about its growth, before slowly
recovering.

The stock lost favour this year after its first-quarter
earnings report slightly disappointed. The market is
concerned Expedia’s home-rental segment is losing
ground to Airbnb and that rising US-China trade
tensions and a softening US economy will hurt travel
demand.

Like its rival TripAdvisor, Expedia also faces a
competitive threat from Google’s aggressive push
into online hotel and restaurants bookings. As early
movers such as TripAdvisor and Expedia disrupted
industry incumbents, so too could Google disrupt
online travel aggregators. Travel competition from
Amazon is another emerging concern.

Expedia stock has outperformed TripAdvisor over the
past three years and looks more attractively priced on
the basis of enterprise value (EV) to earnings before
interest tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA).
Expedia’s EV/EBITDA of 14 compares to 18 for
TripAdvisor – and that’s reasonable given Expedia’s
strong US position and expanding global footprint.

Expedia could get a lot cheaper if Google takes over
the travel world and we start researching and booking
holidays via search engines. As the first point for
most information searches, Google could encourage
more consumers to bypass online travel agencies.

Google is a frightening competitor but I’m not
convinced it will kill online travel agencies anytime
soon. Google earns billions of dollars in advertising
revenue each year from online travel agencies, so
risks losing that if it goes into an all-out war with
them.

Also, do not underestimate the value of content on
Expedia, TripAdvisor and other sites. Love or hate
them, TripAdvisor reviews and ratings are immensely
powerful and a key reason people visit its sites when
researching holidays, and why its offering is “sticky”
with customers.

Google’s big advantage is linking hotel, airline and
restaurant suppliers directly with customers and
killing aggregators in the middle. I am sure many
hotel operators would be happy to pay Google a
fraction of the margin they currently pay TripAdvisor
and other aggregators.

But this change will take time. For now, we have a
generation of travel-addicted younger people booking
holidays online through aggregators, a habit that will
be hard to break.

Expedia and TripAdvisor both look marginally
under-priced given their growth prospects, but might
get cheaper yet in an overvalued market. Expedia
looks the more attractive of the two for long-term
investors seeking exposure to the travel megatrend.

Expedia 

Source: Yahoo Finance

Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of 
BRW, Shares and Personal Investor magazines. The
information in this article should not be considered
personal advice. It has been prepared without
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considering your objectives, financial situation or
needs. Before acting on information in this article
consider its appropriateness and accuracy regarding
your objectives, financial situation and needs. Do
further research of your own and/or seek personal
financial advice from a licensed adviser before
making any financial or investment decisions based
on this article. All prices and analysis at 11
September 2019.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
In the good books

 1. MIRVAC GROUP (MGR) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by Citi

Citi analysts have used a general update on AREITs
to express their ongoing bearish assessment for retail
landlords, for which they believe the outlook
continues to deteriorate further. Looking back to the
recent August reporting season, the analysts observe
sharp differences remain in operating conditions
across sub-sectors. In other words: earnings growth
and upside surprises have become more
concentrated. Lendlease (LLC) has become the new
Top Pick in the sector. Mirvac Group is the sole
recipient of an upgrade; to Buy from Neutral, inspired
by valuation. Price target moves to $3.50 from $3.41.
No changes have been made to forecasts.

 2. RAMSAY HEALTH CARE (RHC) was upgraded
to Buy from Neutral by Citi

Citi analysts, who’ve kept a positive long-term view
on Ramsay Health Care throughout the challenging
few years past, have used a general sector update to
lift their recommendation to Buy from Neutral. The
analysts believe the August reporting season was
overall positive for the sector, but elevated valuations
for many of the star performers remain a problem.
While headwinds remain in the Australian hospital
environment, Citi expects Ramsay Health Care to
increase its market share. In addition, momentum
should build in the recently acquired Capio business.
Target price unchanged at $74.

 3. TPG TELECOM (TPM) was upgraded to Neutral
from Sell by UBS

Underlying FY19 operating earnings (EBITDA) were
down -1.0%. Macquarie notes FY20 is challenging, as

the NBN headwinds are due to peak. There is room
for improvement if the current pricing review by the
NBN leads to relief on entry-level pricing. The broker
envisages scope for further growth in corporate and
notes Singapore will launch early next year as a
commercial service. The broker is advising with
regard the proposed merger with Vodafone Australia
and as such is currently restricted from making a
recommendation.

 

In the not-so-good books

 1. BEACH ENERGY (BPT) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi

Citi analysts have used a general sector update to
downgrade their rating for Beach Energy to Neutral
from Buy. The move was inspired by valuation, the
analysts explain. They suggest there will be better
entry points ahead. Citi still isn’t keen on LNG
exposure and, for investors seeking exposure to the
theme/sector, the analysts continue recommending
oil producers and/or exposure to domestic gas in
Australia. Sector favourite remains Santos (STO).
Target price for Beach Energy has risen to $2.48 from
$2.33 on revised forecasts.

 2. SENEX ENERGY (SXY) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy/High Risk by Citi

Citi analysts have used a general sector update (see
Beach Energy downgrade above) to downgrade their
rating for Senex Energy to Neutral from Buy/High
Risk.  Target price for Senex Energy has risen to
$0.46 from $0.43 on revised forecasts.

 3. VICINITY CENTRES (VCX) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie
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Vicinity Centres has pointed out capital expenditure
levels continue to increase, with an -$80-90m
incentive expenditure for tenants in FY20. Macquarie
notes, at the upper end of the range, this is an 8%
increase on FY19 and 18% increase on FY18. The
extra expenditure comes despite the business
divesting -5% of assets. Considering the asset sale
program, Macquarie believes the extension of the
buyback is a strange undertaking. The broker
remains cautious about the returns on capital
expenditure, noting capital intensity in malls generally
continues to rise and remains a drag on free cash
flow. Rating is downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral. Target is $2.34.

 The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Questions of the Week
by Paul Rickard

 
Question 1: When looking at a listed investment
company (LIC) “discount” or “premium” to NTA, is it
calculated on Pre-tax or Post-tax NTA, and why? 
Some LIC’s have significant difference in pre and
post-tax NTA.

Answer (by Peter Switzer): Under ASX Rules, listed
investment companies are required to report both
pre-tax and post-tax NTAs (net tangible asset
values). The post-tax NTA provides for any capital
gains tax that would be payable if the assets
(securities) were sold, and is usually lower than the
pre-tax NTA. If the LIC was wound up, capital gains
tax on this basis would be payable – but given that
this is such an unlikely situation, the pre-tax NTA is
considered by most to be a better guide to the
company’s value.

Calculations of premium/discounts are typically made
in relation to the pre-tax NTA. This is the number that
I look at.

Question 2:  I am interested in your thoughts on the
following funds: 1) MicroEquities Value Income Fund;
2) Lakehouse Global Growth Fund; 3) Lakehouse
Small Companies Fund and 4) AIM Global High
Conviction Fund?

Answer (by Paul Rickard). These are very different
managed funds from different sectors – small cap,
global and high conviction – with different investment
objectives. Comparisons should be made with other
funds in the same sector. There are thousands of
managed funds – and companies such as
Morningstar or Lonsec have a business of rating
managed funds. These ratings are publicly available
and can be a useful guide.

Question 3:  With the US treasury bill yield starting to
rise, does that mean that for at least the bond market,

they believe the official interest rate will not be cut this
September or cut less often this year? If so, are the
bond and stock market still out of synch?

Answer (by Paul Rickard). I think that the recent rise
in bond yields is more a case of an “overbought”
bond market going through a natural correction.
Expectations regarding an interest rate cut in the US
next week haven’t changed – maybe further out they
have been hosed down a touch.

Question 4: Is CSL expensive? Is this right time to
buy that stock?

Answer (by Paul Rickard): There is no doubt that
CSL is expensive. It is trading on a multiple of 34.7
times forecast FY20 earnings and 30.6 times forecast
FY21 earnings. But, it is a great company and if it is
not a core stock in your portfolio, it should be. Also,
the time to get set is when others want to sell it –
usually in a bit of market weakness.

According to the brokers, it is close to fairly priced –
trading at a small discount to the consensus target
price of $241.99.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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